Write to House 802 empowers Vermont housing leaders and allies to write opinion pieces to advocate for policies to increase access to safe, affordable, and decent housing in Vermont. A new initiative of the Vermont Affordable Housing Coalition (VAHC), Write to House 802 will equip participants with the following resources:

- Opinion piece writing workshop
  Monday, March 6 OR Friday, March 10 from 10-11:30. Additional sessions may be added to accommodate interest.
- Writing group with mentorship, peer review, and opportunities for co-authorship
- Resource toolkit with data, narrative strategies, and pitching information

Write to House is open to VAHC members, friends, and allies. Participants do not need previous experience writing opinion pieces but should be willing to write at least one piece. Participation in the workshop is encouraged but not required to access other Write to House 802 resources.

Write to House 802 will be led by Anne Sosin, Interim Executive Director of the Vermont Affordable Housing Coalition. Her opinion pieces have appeared in state and national outlets including USA Today, TIME, The Nation, The Hill, and STAT News.

Sign up for Write to House 802